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1. Introduction CMSTRlBUrtON OF THIS DOCUMENT IS I H I K E D
" ^ K I B B G N SALES PROHKIB)

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Good morning,

as the title of my speech says, I will share with you today my views on some of the changes

that the European gas business is currently undergoing or might be undergoing, and the

possible effects of these changes.

It seems to me that there are two major items that stand out in this respect, which I would

like to mention right away, and that is the continued deregulation of the UK gas market, and

the final content of EU's gas Directive. No participant in the European gas business, be it

producer, transporter, marketer, trader, finance institution, or final consumer will be

unaffected by these two events.

I'll leave it with that for the time being, and revert on these particular items during the

course of my presentation.

2. Infrastructure

As all of you present here today will agree, the presence of infrastructure is the cornerstone

for a successful development of any natural gas market. Of course the gas needs to be

discovered and produced first, but if the infrastructure is not in place to bring the gas to the

consumer, the reserves cannot be developed. A quick glance at what the main pipeline grid

consisted of back in 1970 (Fig. 1), with a system built around domestic production in the
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main countries in Europe, as compared to today's pipeline system (Fig. 2), which covers

most of Europe, only underlines this point, as most new additions to the grid has come from

either gas buyers needing to add pipeline capacity in order to satisfy increased demand, for

example SNAM investing/funding the Transmed pipelines, or as is mostly the case,

producers building lines in order to serve the markets where they have contracted to sell the

gas, as is done by the producers on the Norwegian Shelf.

If we take a look at the most recent completions of new infrastructure, starting in the south,

we see that Algeria and its customers have been very successful in increasing Algeria's

export capabilities, through the doubling of the Transmed pipeline, the finalisation of the

Gazoduc-Maghreb-Europe (GME) via Gibraltar to Spain, and the refurbishment of the

LNG plants at Skikda and Arzew, bringing Algeria's annual export capacity to around 60

Bern.

In the North Sea the Zeepipe Consortium completed the Europipe pipeline from the

Sleipner area and down to Germany, making this line the third trunkline for export of

Norwegian gas to the Continent, bringing Norway's current annual export capacity to

around 45 Bcm/y. This does not include the Frigg line to the UK, which has an annual

capacity of around 11 Bcm/y, but currently only transports slightly more than 2 Bcm/y.

The main projects for completion in the near future will be in the North Sea the Norfra

pipeline from the Sleipner Area in the Norwegian sector down to Dunkerque in France (14

Bcm/y), and Europipe II (20 Bcm/y), which will start at Karst0 onshore Norway, and

ending like Europipe I at Dornum in Northern Germany. This would bring maximum

Norwegian export capacity to around 75 BCM/y.

Further south the quite publicised UK/Continent Interconnector from Bacton to Zeebrugge

in Belgium should be finalised by end 1998 (20 Bcm/y), designed to flow gas either from

the UK and to the Continent, or the reverse. Onshore, the European part of the Yamal

pipeline through Belarus has been completed, and the remaining part through Poland should

be finalised by end 1998. However, it must be remembered that significant investments

must be made upstream Belarus in order to complete the Russian part of the Yamal

pipeline, which would be necessary if Gazprom is to increase significantly its current exports

into Europe of around 70 Bcm/y. On the Iberian peninsula the pipeline connecting Portugal

to the GME pipeline and the in Spanish grid should be finalised end 1997. Amongst

pipelines under consideration, there is the possible new major pipeline to serve Italy from

the North, either through increases in capacity of the TENP line through Switzerland, or a

new large diameter line across France for gas originating in the North Sea. On a general
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basis there will have to be grid reinforcements onshore Continental Europe in most markets,

f.ex. in Belgium to move the gas from the Interconnector further downstream to Germany

etc.

3. The Market - Supply and Demand

Total European demand in 1995 was 336 Bern, of which 203 Bern was domestic

production, 70 Bern imported from Russia, 35 Bern from Algeria and 28 Bern came from

Norway. European here means Western Europe, i.e. the members of the European Union

andtheEES. (Fig. 3)

Before looking at what the future might bring with respect to gas demand, it is probably

beneficial to take a quick glance at the market penetration natural gas has in Europe's main

markets, to assess the overall potential for further growth (Fig. 4). For obvious reasons

natural gas has the highest penetration by far in Holland, with a share of close to 50% of

primary energy. Second is Italy, where gas share of overall energy consumption is in the

range of 25%, which is the same for the UK. In Germany gas represents around 19%, while

in France natural gas represents only 13% of primary energy consumption. In general,

natural gas has a very high penetration in the residential sector, with a low of 20% in France

and a high of 70% in Holland. In industry, the penetration is also good, ranging from 20%

to 45%. However, in power generation there is a large discrepancy, with again Holland

using gas for 50% of its electricity generation, and in France gas electricity generation is

negligible. In the other countries gas for power production is presently limited, and only in

Italy gas for power exceed 10% of total energy.

Looking at the future, it is therefore not surprising that our forecasts as most other

companies shows strong growth for gas consumption in Western Europe (Fig. 5), going

from the present level of around 335 Bern to around 450 Bern in 2010, of which power

production would increase from around 45 Bern in 1995 to around 100 Bern in the same

period, with the bulk of this new generating capacity being installed in Italy and the UK.

With the present contracts in place, and assuming that the old contracts will be renewed as

they expire, there will be a gap between supply and demand starting just after 2000, and

reaching a level of around 47 Bern/year in 2010. (Fig. 6)

This means that new gas volumes will have to be brought to market in the years to come,

and the burning question will be who should deliver ? Russia, Algeria, Norway, UK, Nigeria

or others. (Fig. 7)
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There is no doubt that this will be an interesting period for buyers of gas, as most of them

quite clearly will have several options to choose from, as all existing producers are sitting

on unused capacity or have new capacity planned for installation. Large discoveries of

uncontracted gas is available offshore Norway, both in the North Sea and on Haltenbanken,

you have all heard about the gas bubble on the UK side, in the Algerian desert there has

been made significant discoveries in the last couple of years, and in Russia the abundance of

proven gas reserves is well known.

All this adds up to a potential offer of gas that largely exceeds the potential demand. Which

in turn means, as recent events have shown, that the competition for market share will be

fierce, in particular between the 3 largest suppliers, Russia's Gazprom, the Norwegian Gas

Negotiation Committee (GNC) and Algeria's Sonatrach. These three suppliers today cover

about 50% of Continental Europe's gas needs, with Gazprom as the major contributor (Fig.

8). However, based on existing contracts and expected renewals, this picture will change

somewhat in the years to come, where Norway and Algeria will increase their market share

to the detriment of Russia.

The newcomers, like UK producers selling gas through the Interconnector, LNG from

Nigeria or Trinidad, has also found a place, but in the total picture these volumes will not

play a significant role. With the present trend for liberalisation of the market, there will

probably also be some unconventional deals made where players with large portfolios of gas

can re-package its contracts and sell to third parties. For example Gasunie, which

dominates its domestic market with gas produced in Holland, and at the same time imports

gas from Norway and Russia, and finally exports gas to several European countries.

Nevertheless, the battle will be between the three main exporters mentioned in the

beginning. Who will be the winner ? Or may be there will be several?

This is of course a very difficult question. On the buying side its always nice to bring up the

arguments of "reliability of supply" and "diversification" when being able to choose between

sources. Unless of course there is a large discrepancy on price, which up until now has not

been the case.

In this part of the World people seem to think that the only politically reliable source of gas

comes from the Norwegian Continental shelf. If the market i.e. the buyers of gas actually

shared this view, the GNC should not have had any competition at all. This is evidently not

the case, as both Gazprom and Sonatrach have shown to fulfil their commitments in an

acceptable way over the years.
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As for diversification, this has shown to be something that most buyers would like to enjoy,

but at the same time there is a clear borderline both with respect to price and political

implications that most buyers are very reluctant to cross.

The recent events in Czechia and Bulgaria shows this point, and there will certainly be

similar cases in the future, as the competition heats up, and I therefore find it very difficult

to predict who will be the winner in this game, but if the events mentioned above are to be

used as indicators, this means that existing or old relations and geographical advantages will

be important decision factors, meaning that Gazprom will hold on to, and develop its

stronghold in the East, Sonatrach will dominate in southern Europe, and the GNC will be

strongest in northern Europe.

But, if a seller, in the battle to increase or maintain its market share is willing to offer

commercial terms that are significantly better than the competition, such as a major rebate

on price, the traditional pattern described above will be broken.

4. Main Changes (Fig. 9)

(Fig. 10) On the political side, the most important event on the horizon for the gas business

in Europe is without a doubt EU's gas Directive, which already has had several versions,

but the latest one is dated 15lh of October 1996, and it is this document that is currently the

basis for discussion within the member states. The implementation of this legislation has

already been postponed several times, but it seems that the present proposal contains

principles that a majority of the member states are willing to accept. The main points of the

gas Directive are as follows : (Fig. 11)

• to establish common rules for transmission, distribution, supply and storage of gas

• the member states shall choose between negotiated third party access, or

• mandatory third party access to infrastructure

• there will be a transitional regime for TOP contracts

• all companies operating in the market will have to "unbundle" their services to show how

much each service actually costs

• there must be agreed rules to define who/which companies can operate under this

legislation

• rules must be agreed for settling of disputes - and who should be the "competent

authority" for settling such disputes
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As you can see from this list, if these items are implemented as proposed, this will mean

fundamental changes to the way business presently is conducted for all players in the gas

market. The driving force behind these changes is the objective of liberalising the market to

create more competition which should mean lower energy prices to the final consumer. It is

probably not necessary here to go into which member state is for and which is against the

different points on the list, but it is evident that the UK, which is already more or less

operating under this regime is the most positive, while countries like France and Denmark

are somewhat more reluctant. If, during the Spring 97 session the countries manages to

reach agreement on a common text for the directive, it could probably be implemented by

end 1999.

In addition to the gas directive, some member states have also proposed specific changes to

their domestic gas business, notably Holland and Spain. For example the Dutch "Energy

White Paper" now accepts that long term supplies can be covered by imports, which

previously was not the case. It also gives Gasunie the freedom to act as an international

trader of gas.

In Spain new legislation will give access to the transmission system for large consumers

such as power producers and other large industrial companies. However, TOP contracts

already in place by Enagas will be protected, such that Enagas shall not be exposed to any

losses if its market share is eroded due to these changes. The new legislation will also most

probably open up for some of the large consumers to import directly their gas.

Due to expectations for increased competition and a more liberalised market, there has been

an increased tendency for producers to move downstream the gas chain, and for large

buyers and consumers of gas to move upstream. Both the producer and the buyer are

seeking the same objective, namely to be present at each step in the chain so as to derive the

full benefit of the product, and thereby reducing his overall risk in the marketplace. The

most vigorous exponent of this policy on the upstream side is without a doubt Gazprom

(Fig. 12), which has entered into joint-ventures for marketing of gas and other gas related

services all over Europe, where the most successful effort has been the Wingas joint-venture

together with Wintershall in Germany. Other examples of this is Statoil taking a share in

VNG, or Statoil and Hydro taking a share in the NETRA pipeline onshore Germany

together with Ruhrgas.
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On the other side, Ruhrgas has bought a share in the Elgin gas condensate field offshore the

UK, and taken a share in the UK Inter connector pipeline. Large upstream producers of gas

have been operating internationally for years. Recently we have also seen some of the large

distribution companies defining an international strategy, and actively pursuing investment

opportunities in other markets than their home market. F.ex. Gaz de France in Hungary and

Slovakia, Gas Natural of Spain in Argentina, and Ruhrgas in Estonia.

This is a trend that will continue as the market continues to be liberalised and the

competition increases.

There has also been some interesting new alliances created recently. For example between

BP and Sonatrach in Algeria, where these companies have agreed to join forces upstream

for gas production, and more surprisingly downstream for the marketing of jointly produced

gas in Europe. Up until this agreement, Sonatrach had kept full control of any activity

linked to marketing of gas from Algerian sources. Similarly, BP has stuck to its position as

a producer but now it seems that the dynamic changes taking place in the UK has convinced

BP that the time has come to also take a downstream position in the gas market.

Currently, the risk pattern between the different players in the market has not changed

much. It's still the case that the producer takes the price risk and the buyer the volume risk

under classical Long-term TOP contracts.

Except in the UK.

Here the deregulation of the market, TPA and an oversupply of gas has created changes and

market opportunities that still does not exist on the other side of the Channel. But, with

opportunities there are also risks attached. The average gas prices in the UK have shown a

steady decreasing trend since the start of deregulation, and within the spot market the UK

players have seen price volatility unknown on the Continental side. (Fig. 13) Despite this

fact, it seems that most major oil companies have decided that investment in downstream

marketing of gas is a good idea. Statoil has set up Alliance gas, Elf s marketing arm is

AGAS, BP's is BP Gas Marketing etc.

Upstream, similar trends can be observed through the fact that there are currently a number

of gas condensate fields under development in the UK or being considered for development

where the gas has not been sold. Only a short while ago no producer would have been
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willing to consider a field development without having secured sales of all the

hydrocarbons.

The best example of companies being willing to accept new or different types of risks due to

expectations of changes in the market is the UK/Interconnector.

The investment decision by the shareholders in the Interconnector was made in the classical

way on the basis of ship-or-pay contracts. However, what is unusual is that at the time

when the booking of capacity was made by the underwriters of the ship-or-pay

commitments, none of these companies had secured a commercial arrangement for the use

of their booked capacity. Maybe the investment of £450 - £500 is not that important in the

overall scheme of things, but nevertheless it is striking that the shippers took the risk of

ship-or-pay on the basis that they themselves would need the capacity booked sometime in

the future, or that they would be able to find customers that would pay for the use of their

capacity before the project started.

However, as you know there has been made some bookings through the pipe recently, and

more is expected to come.

As mentioned previously diversification of gas sources is something that most buyers have

been striving for in recent years, and in particular countries that have been reliable solely on

one source for imports, like Poland, Hungary and other countries in Eastern Europe. This

has naturally caused a lot of interest from other potential sellers of gas like the GNC,

Gasunie, UK producers etc. What most surprisingly has happened so far is that all of

Gazprom's old customers after having had lunch with all other interested sellers of gas for a

year or two finally have decided that the good old Russian bear is not so bad after all, and

promptly signed new long term purchase agreements.

I think that this only underscores the fact that in commercial world the choice might be as

clear as daylight, but you should never forget the very important political side to the gas

business.

5. Conclusion

Looking ahead for the next 10-15 years, I would like to underline the following main points:

(Fig. 14)
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- Continued deregulation and liberalisation of Europe's gas markets, spurred on by the

Commission and the UK will create more competition and probably, if the UK's experience

is used as an example, a downward pressure on the price

- Steady growth in consumption will open up possibilities for gas sellers to put new

production capacity on line.

- The high levels of proven gas reserves assures that there should not be a shortage of

resources to meet the demand for gas.

- The growth in demand will underwrite additions and extensions to the existing gas

networks

In conclusion it therefore seems to me that the dynamics of these changes to the gas

business will create interesting business opportunities for those companies and individuals

that are anticipating the future and willing to take risks in order to succeed,.

Thank you for your attention.
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2010 : New supply sources available to fill the gap
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